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Presentation Notes
Interpretation of faith vs. interpretation from faithReligion/spirituality as object of study vs. that which we indwell personally (identity; own situatedness)Post-secularism = we all indwell faithManager: You manage from a faith perspective.Managing religion/spirituality vs. being a religious/spiritual interpreter



WORKSHOP LEARNING

• We will learn how reflective believing can be carried out within a 
spiritually and religiously pluralist research community in management 
and organization studies.  

• You will receive support and methods for integrating spiritual and 
religious faith into their research.

• We also may meet other researchers with whom to pursue dialogical 
research focused on a topic of mutual interest.



SCIENTIFIC METHOD

DataTheory
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Presentation Notes
Scientific Method (including Management Research)



REFLECTIVE BELIEVING

Tradition

DataTheory
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Presentation Notes
Reflective believing involves dialogical engagement with a faith tradition, empirical data, and theory.



Tradition

Data Theory
Deduction

Induction / Abduction

Practice Framing

Theory Building and Testing

REFLECTIVE BELIEVING
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At the base of the triangle is the familiar dialogue between data and theory.  Researchers work with data to produce theory through processes of induction (identifying patterns) and abduction (postulating causal mechanisms).Through deduction, researchers work from theory to produce hypotheses applicable to empirical data.  Hence, the dialogue between data and theory involves both theory building and testing.  The left side of the triangle reflects the dialogue of tradition and the empirical setting.Tradition renews contemporary practices by resourcing expressions of faith.Engaging the empirical setting, in turn, can reform tradition through contextualizing faith.The right side of the triangle involves the relation between tradition and theory.  Together, tradition and theory contribute to conceptual framing of a topic.  Tradition provides background that orients the search for and evaluation of theories.  Tradition also can stimulate novel theoretical proposals.  Theories fill in explanatory details—such as constructs, relations, and causal mechanisms—missing from tradition.  Reflective believing includes six distinct movements within a trialogue (3-way dialogue).



REFLECTIVE BELIEVING: 
PRACTICE
1. Choose a management or organizational setting of interest to you. 

– From your faith perspective, what is at stake in this setting? 

– What are the possibilities for renewing practice?

2. How would you frame the topic theoretically?

– How does you faith inform your framing?

3. How could you study the topic empirically?

– How can you bring your faith into the method and analysis?



Empirical 
Phenomenon

Theory / 
Methods

Faith

Theory / 
Methods

Faith

Theory / 
Methods

Faith

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE
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Presentation Notes
Diversity, together with openness to change, affords opportunities for learning.the key to learning is surfacing background assumptions and testing the arguments for and implications of these assumptions in a group setting.



INTERFAITH DIALOGUE: 
PRACTICE
Presenter

Share the management or organizational setting of interest to you. 

– What does your faith help you to see in this setting?

– How does your faith open possibilities for renewing practice?

Listener

What new insights does the presenter’s faith perspective offer?

How might your own faith contribute to the presenter’s topic?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Listeners have an important role. Openness to learning and change only occurs if participants give ongoing attention to creating a safe context for personal vulnerability.
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